Advocates for Scholarly Teaching

Monday, November 17, 2014
2:00pm – 3:00 p.m.
Dean’s Conference Room, Milton Hall 185


1. Record of meeting approved.
2. Peer Review Network
   a. S. Rich and T.C. Dorn updated the PRN description document. The Committee will work on attracting attention to the PRN by placing an article in Hotline encouraging faculty to participate and the focus will be on specific assignments. Information about the PRN will be shared on the AST Facebook and a request will be made to Teaching Academy to advocate for the PRN at relevant events, including possible inclusion in the New Faculty Orientation.
   b. Decision about how to pair groups within the Peer Review Network will continue.
3. Social Media and Scholarly Teaching Conversations –
   a. Members were encouraged to submit material for Scholarly Teaching social network page.
   b. Further discussed the possibility of coordinating a social gathering led by known leaders in teaching or recent recipients of teaching awards.
4. New Business or Other Items
   a. The First Annual NMSU Conference on Assessment will be on March 13 with Roger Graves as a likely presenter. The Provost will also deliver remarks.
   b. December AST meeting was rescheduled for December 15 at 2 p.m.